We present a Chandra ACIS-I X-ray observation of the region near the Herbig early-Be star MWC 297, where we detect a tight group of point X-ray sources. These are probably physically associated to MWC 297, because of their obvious clustering with respect to the more scattered field-source population. These data are compared to earlier ASCA data with much poorer spatial resolution, from which the detection of strong quiescent and flaring emission from MWC 297 itself was claimed. We argue that this star, contributing only 5% to the total X-ray emission of the group, was probably not the dominant contributor to the observed ASCA emission, while the X-ray brightest star in the group is a much better candidate. This is also supported by the spectral analysis of the Chandra data, with reference to the ASCA spectra. We conclude that none of the X-ray data available for MWC 297 justify the earlier claim of strong magnetic activity in this star. The X-ray emission of MWC 297 during the Chandra observation is even weaker than that found in other Herbig stars with the same spectral type, even accounting for its large line-of-sight absorption.
Introduction
MWC 297 is a Herbig Be star, a more massive analogue of very young, pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars like T Tauri stars. It shows all "classical" features of the class, namely a B-type spectrum with strong emission lines, and is deeply embedded in a nebulous region (Herbig 1960) . Indeed, it is one of the earliest-type stars in its class. Its spectral type was not defined in detail until recently, being its spectrum dominated by emission lines: the study of Finkenzeller & Mundt (1985) does not assign a spectral type, Hillenbrand et al. (1992) tabulate a type O9, while a dedicated study by Drew et al. (1997) concluded that this star is of type B1.5, with only half a subclass uncertainty. All these studies were made more difficult by the large visual extinction towards the star, whose estimates by various studies seem to converge towards the value A V = 8. This is also the value derived by Drew et al. (1997) , who moreover argue that the most likely distance of this star is 250 ± 50 pc, much nearer than previous estimates of about 500 pc (Cantó et al. 1984; Bergner et al. 1988) .
As an early type star, the phenomena which can be expected from MWC 297 should be similar to those encountered in OB stars, and unlike those of late-type stars. It was therefore surprising that Hamaguchi et al. (2000, henceforth HTBK) reported the detection of a large flare in an X-ray observation of this object, made with the ASCA satellite, since this type of variability is associated with magnetic-related activity, ordinarily found in stars later than mid-F, but disappearing for earlier-type stars, where surface convection is absent, and any dynamo-related magnetic activity should cease. Among Herbig Ae-Be stars, MWC 297 is the only star where such type of variability has been found in the ASCA survey of Hamaguchi et al. (2005) , with the insignificant exception of TY CrA, which has a known later-type companion.
Herbig stars like MWC 297 are particularly interesting objects for studies of possible magnetic activity, since they are stars in a fast transition phase, between their formation and their settling on the main sequence, and some models (Siess et al. 2000) predict a transient subphotospheric convection zone, which might sustain magnetic activity for some time. This is indeed suggested by observations of optical/UV lines in some Herbig Ae stars (AB Aur, Praderie et al. 1986; HD 104237, Donati et al. 1997; HD 139614, Hubrig et al. 2004) . Therefore, a further study of the X-ray emission of MWC 297 is made here, using archive data taken with the Chandra X-ray Observatory ACIS-I imaging spectrometer. This instrument has a roughly similar bandpass and effective 2 F. Damiani et al.: X-ray observations of MWC 297 Fig. 1 . Chandra ACIS-I image of the MWC 297 region, slightly smoothed to highlight the sources. The (windowed) field of view has a size of 16.9 × 8.7 . The outlined rectangle (of size 2.3 × 2.0 ) contains MWC 297, and is zoomed in Fig. 2 . The group of X-ray sources in this region was not resolved by ASCA. North is up and East to the left. area as the (combined) ASCA SIS and GIS detectors but much better spatial resolution, of order of 0.5 , while that of ASCA was of order of 3 .
Chandra X-ray observation and source detection
MWC 297 was observed with the ACIS-I CCD imaging spectrometer onboard the Chandra X-ray Observatory on September 21−22, 2001. The exposure time was 37 330 s. A "windowed" observing mode was used, yielding a field of view (FOV) of 16.9 × 8.7 (Fig. 1) .
We have detected X-ray sources in the field using PWDetect, a wavelet-based detection algorithm developed at INAF-Osservatorio Astronomico di Palermo, and available as a Chandra contributed software 1 ; it inherits basic features of its previous ROSAT version, described in Damiani et al. (1997a,b) . Using this method, we detected 27 point sources (with less than one expected spurious), listed in Table 1 .
We have applied a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for source variability, and we have found only one source (#1 in Table 1 ) with significant variability above 99% confidence level. This source is about 8 arcmin West of MWC 297 (the source at far right in Fig. 1 ), and even with the poorer ASCA spatial resolution could not have been confused with MWC 297 itself.
We also report in Table 1 Our X-ray source #12 coincides closely with the position of MWC 297 (from the SIMBAD database), and a zoom of the ACIS image near the star is shown in Fig. 2a . The very good spatial resolution of Chandra is able to resolve the MWC 297 X-ray source from a neighboring one, only about 3 arcsec apart. The field shown in Fig. 2a is only 2.3 × 2.0 in size, and therefore comparable to the ASCA PSF. The nine X-ray sources we detect in this region were merged into one when observed with ASCA. A proper comparison between these new data and the older ones from ASCA should involve the entire group of nine ACIS sources (henceforth called as "MWC 297 group"), not just the MWC 297 source. It turns out that MWC 297 is not the brightest X-ray source in its group: sources #5 and #6 are much brighter (they are the two sources in the upper-right quadrant of Fig. 2a) . Table 2 lists the relative contributions to the total X-ray count rate among members of the MWC 297 group. Note that since some of the sources are underexposed (falling in inter-chip gaps, barely visible in Fig. 1 ) the actually detected counts do not scale with the same proportion, but the count rate accounts properly for this, yielding the "true" intensity of the sources.
The close spatial association of X-ray sources in the MWC 297 group (1/3 of all sources in the field, in 1/32 of the area) suggests that this group is a physical association, not a chance one. The existence of a small cluster of infrared objects around MWC 297 was already reported by Testi et al. (1998) , and by Bica et al. (2003) . Therefore, we may safely assume that all objects in the group have nearly the same age and distance as MWC 297, when trying to determine their nature.
X-ray source identification
To obtain some information on the nature of the detected sources, none of which (except for MWC 297) can be associated with objects in the SIMBAD database, we have searched the 2MASS catalog (Cutri et al. 2003) for possible identifications with infrared (IR) sources, within 4σ of the X-ray positions (with σ taken as the X-ray position error from Table 1 ). We have found 17 IR sources identified with an X-ray source, Table 1 . X-ray source #12 coincides with MWC 297. c) Right: K-band image of the same region, from 2MASS, with X-ray detections indicated.
without ambiguous cases (Table 3 ). In the MWC 297 group, only 5 X-ray sources have an IR identification. The two brightest X-ray sources in the group, #5 and #6, are both identified. Although no optical catalog of stars in this region exists, we have compared our X-ray source positions with the DSS red image (see Fig. 2b ): both sources #5 and #6 have a faint optical counterpart. Figure 2c compares the X-ray source positions with the 2MASS K-band image, and shows that X-ray source #5 is indeed a bright object in the IR. The nature of the sources with an IR identification can be studied using IR color-color and color-magnitude diagrams. A (J−H, H−K) diagram is shown in Fig. 3 . X-ray detected objects are indicated with X's, and all of them but one (source #1, the only variable source) have IR colors indicative of large reddening (A V ∼ 5−15): they are either embedded in the same cloud as MWC 297 (as already argued for objects in the MWC 297 group), or they are background objects. As is already known, the IR spectrum of MWC 297 shows very large non-stellar excesses, as its very red H − K color shows, compared to normal reddened stellar colors (solid line). Two other IR objects in the field show significant (>3σ) color excesses 3 (affecting mostly the longer-wavelength K band), typical of young PMS stars: one is the bright object near the center of Figs. 2b and 2c, not detected in X-rays; the other is the brightest X-ray source (#5) in the MWC 297 group. The position of object #5 in the (J − H, H − K) diagram suggests also a much larger extinction than all other IR-detected objects in the group (#6, #13 and #15, numbered in Fig. 3 ), except for MWC 297 itself. Figure 4 is a (J, J − H) color-magnitude diagram of the same objects, where evolutionary tracks with isochrones (from Siess et al. 2000) and the ZAMS (at a distance of 250 pc, Drew et al. 1997) are also plotted for reference. The plotted isochrones are for ages of 0.1, 0.3, and 1 Myr, while masses for the evolutionary tracks are indicated in the figure. We have chosen this color-magnitude diagram, making no use of the K band, to minimize the displacement (other than due to reddening) caused by non-stellar emission excesses, which affect mostly the longer wavelengths. Therefore, we may with some confidence de-redden the observed magnitudes and colors, by assuming normal stellar colors. This can be done meaningfully only for objects in the MWC 297 group, which we have argued are likely to lie all at the same distance as MWC 297. Under this assumption, we observe that all these objects (indicated by numbers in Fig. 4 ) are much fainter even in the IR than MWC 297, and their positions in the diagram suggest lowermass stars than MWC 297 itself. We thus deredden their J magnitude assuming that their intrinsic color is (J − H) 0 = 0.7. This brings their positions in the (J, J − H) diagram close to the expected locus of low-mass stars at ages of 0.1−0.3 Myr, consistently with our previous argument that these stars are coeval with the very young MWC 297. In particular, it is found that source #5 is a star of about 1 M , while other X-ray sources in the MWC 297 group are stars of much lower mass (≤0.3 M ). This very young, relatively bright, late-type star is expected to have a strong X-ray emission (up to L X ∼ 10 31 erg/s, e.g. Flaccomio et al. 2003) , which justifies why it is found as the brightest source in the group.
X-ray luminosities and spectra, and comparison with ASCA data
We examine here the X-ray luminosities and spectra of our ACIS sources, comparing them with the analysis of ASCA data by HTBK. We recall that HTBK modeled the ASCA source (during the quiescent phase) as a single-temperature Raymond thermal spectrum, with absorption N H = 2.6 (2.0−3.3) × 10 22 cm −2 and temperature kT = 2.7 (2.1−4.1) keV (log T = 7.50 (7.39−7.68) K); the metal abundance was poorly constrained (in the range 0.26−4.5), and compatible with solar abundance. The source luminosity (in the band 0.4−10 keV) was computed assuming a distance of 450 pc, and scaling it down to the revised value (250 pc) it becomes L X = 2.53 (2.44−2.59) × 10 31 erg/s. The conversion between ASCA and Chandra ACIS count rates depends very weakly on the detailed spectral parameters, in the range of interest: in the entire range of N H and kT given by HTBK the conversion factor varies at most by 2.6%, as can be derived using PIMMS 4 . The ASCA total (2 SIS + 2 GIS) quiescent count rate was reported by HTBK to be 0.023 cts/s, which again with PIMMS is seen to correspond to a one-SIS count rate of 0.00533 cts/s, and to an ACIS-I count rate of 0.01663 cts/s. We remind that this corresponds to the entire MWC 297 group (unresolved by ASCA), not to MWC 297 individually. The sum of ACIS count rates of sources in the group is 0.0119 cts/s, or 71.8% of the value predicted from ASCA data. The small difference can be ascribed to intrinsic stellar variability of the bright late-type sources #5 and #6, and also perhaps to residual uncertainties in the cross-calibration between ASCA and Chandra effective areas. Our conclusion is that there is no substantial difference between the level of quiescent emission between the ASCA and the Chandra observations. This suggests that the relative contributions to the total group X-ray emission, even during the ASCA observation, should have not varied much with respect to the values found during the Chandra observation, reported in Table 2 . Even if the "missing" 28% of the ASCA-predicted ACIS count rate were entirely due to a fading of MWC 297 during the Chandra observation (by a factor of 6) with respect to the ASCA one, this would raise the contribution of MWC 297 to the total count rate of the group only up to 33.5%, still less than source #5. This latter source contributes 42.2% to the group count rate. Taking this percentage of the ASCA-derived luminosity yields an X-ray luminosity L X = 1.07 × 10 31 erg/s, perfectly plausible for a very young PMS solar-mass star (Flaccomio et al. 2003) . Even the temperature of the X-ray source inferred from ASCA data by HTBK (2.7 keV) is well in the expected range for such a star. Therefore, all indications provided by the new Chandra data converge to a picture where the quiescent "MWC 297" ASCA source was in fact not dominated by the emission by MWC 297 itself, but by the neighboring source #5, an X-ray bright low-mass star. Strengthening this view is the fact that the position itself of the ASCA source is much closer to source #5 (and #6) than to MWC 297 itself (see Hamaguchi et al. 2005, Table 5 , and Fig. 8) .
We gain additional useful information from considering the ACIS CCD X-ray spectra. All sources in the MWC 297 group are detected with a small number (≤60) of X-ray counts, and a detailed spectral analysis is not possible. We have nevertheless studied the X-ray hardness ratios, defined in Sect. 2. Figure 5 shows a (HR1, HR2) diagram of all ACIS sources in the field, among which those in the MWC 297 group are indicated with big dots. Most of these latter sources are well compatible with highly absorbed, moderately hot X-ray emission. The location of source #5 is indicative of hotter emitting plasma, and higher absorption, in agreement with its being more X-ray active, and more absorbed (Sect. 3), than all other sources in the group. Finally, MWC 297 (source #12) occupies a different location (by more than 3σ) than all other sources in the group, indicative of a distinctly different X-ray spectral shape. In particular, its two hardness ratios suggest on one hand a soft source (despite the strong absorption, cutting out softer photons), on the other a hard-X-ray tail. The possible significance of this will be discussed below. The combined X-ray emission of all sources in the group is characterized by hardness ratios shown by the dashed error bars in Fig. 5 . The predicted position of the same "group" X-ray source, as derived from the ASCA parameters as found by HTBK, is marked with an "X" symbol, and it falls near to the combined ACIS sources, demonstrating that the spectral parameters of the observed emission have not changed much between the Chandra and ASCA observations. Not surprisingly the "ASCA" source falls nearer to source #5 than to any other individual source in the group, again confirming that this source was dominating the ASCA-detected emission studied by HTBK.
The intrinsic X-ray spectrum (and luminosity) of MWC 297 cannot be determined from the ACIS data, because of the small number of detected counts. We can only examine whether it is compatible with the same model used for better studied Herbig Be stars, as similar as possible to MWC 297. A good "template" star may be HD 200775, of type B2.5e, a bright X-ray source already detected using Einstein (Damiani et al. 1994a ) and ROSAT (Damiani et al. 1994b) , and whose ASCA X-ray spectrum was studied in detail by Hamaguchi et al. (2005) . Despite being farther (600 pc, Hillenbrand et al. 1992 ; or 430 pc from Hipparcos data, van den Ancker et al. 1997) than MWC 297, it is less absorbed. The ASCA X-ray spectrum of HD 200775 was modeled by Hamaguchi et al. (corresponding to A V = 8, Gorenstein 1975) appropriate to MWC 297, and have let the total normalization to vary, keeping fixed the emission-measure ratio between components. The "fit" thus made was good (χ 2 /d.o.f. = 0.44/2), and the intrinsic source flux of MWC 297 according to this model is f X = 7.18 × 10 −14 erg/cm 2 /s, corresponding to a luminosity L X = 5.37 × 10 29 erg/s. Although we accounted for the higher absorption towards MWC 297, this X-ray luminosity is much lower than that of HD 200775. This latter was derived as log L X = 31.63 (erg/s) (Damiani et al. 1994a , down-scaled to the new Hipparcos distance), and as log L X = 32.1 (erg/s) (Hamaguchi et al. 2005 , computed over a wider band, up to 10 keV).
Discussion and conclusions
In the previous sections we have presented a large body of evidences that most of the quiescent X-ray emission detected with ASCA by HTBK should be ascribed not to MWC 297, but to our ACIS sources #5 and #6, likely uncatalogued young low-mass stars. MWC 297 can account for only 5.5% of the emission detected with ASCA. The most interesting question is however which star was the source of the powerful flare observed during the second ASCA observation studied by HTBK: they assigned this emission to MWC 297, and this was taken as (HR1, HR2) , for all sources in the ACIS FOV, with error bars. Sources in the MWC 297 group are indicated by filled dots, among which we label with numbers the strongest two sources (X-ray #5 and #6), and MWC 297 (X-ray #12). The dashed error bars indicate the combined (ACIS) hardness ratios of the whole MWC 297 group. The dotted-dashed grid indicates predicted hardness ratios for single-temperature Raymond X-ray spectra, for various temperatures (log T = 6.8−7.8 K), and absorbing column densities (N H = 1 × 10 21 −5 × 10 22 cm −2 ), as labeled. The thick X symbol corresponds to the predicted position according to the ASCA spectral parameters.
F. an unprecedented detection of solar-type X-ray variability in an early-type star, to explain which they invoked a previously unsuspected magnetic activity.
In the ACIS data, we already noted that no X-ray source in the MWC 297 group exhibited significant variability, and this despite that the Chandra observation was longer (37.3 ks) than the ASCA observation (27.6 ks, in three segments). Evidently, such powerful events are rare. While, on the basis of previous knowledge, a magnetic flare in an early-type star is an extremely unlikely event, we may ask whether the same phenomenon, with the observed characteristics, can be more likely ascribed to other X-ray stars in the same group, and especially the brightest source, #5. We note first that the reduced distance with respect to that adopted by HTBK implies that the flare peak luminosity reduces to L peak X = 1.39 × 10 32 erg/s. This is indeed a powerful flare, but not outside the known range of such events as observed in low-mass PMS stars: for example, Tsuboi et al. (1998) have observed with ASCA a giant flare from the low-mass PMS star V773 Tau, with peak X-ray luminosity around L peak X = 10 33 erg/s. Restricting ourselves to solarmass PMS stars (i.e., what our source #5 appears to be), Wolk et al. (2005) have found a flare event with peak X-ray luminosity above L peak X = 10 32 erg/s in 1 out of 28 solar mass stars, observed for 850 ks as part of the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman et al. 2005) . The ASCA-derived temperature of the "MWC 297" flare (6.7 keV) is smaller than the temperature of the V773 Tau flare, and is within the range of Orion solar-mass stars in the COUP flare sample. The total released energy during the "MWC297" flare (again scaled to the lower distance with respect to HTBK) is 8.33×10
36 erg, a value exceeded by 5/28 stars in the Wolk et al. (2005) sample.
We add that assigning the flare to MWC 297 would imply a flare-to-quiescent luminosity ratio >250, a rather extreme value even for very active low-mass stars. Assigning it to source #5 yields instead a flare-to-quiescent ratio of 13, again well in the range found by Wolk et al. (2005) . Therefore, there are sufficient reasons to suspect that the flare found by HTBK from the MWC 297 group was actually originated from source #5, not from MWC 297 itself. This picture stays within the boundaries of current knowledge of X-ray emission from PMS stars, without invoking hardly-explained coronal activity in an early-type star. We conclude that there is no compelling evidence that the ASCA-detected flare was originated from MWC 297.
HTBK did discuss the possibility that the X-ray emission they were observing could come from one or more lowermass stars, but dismiss this hypothesis. Part of their reasoning stems from the large assigned X-ray luminosities, which resulted from their adopted distance value of 450 pc. With the new distance, X-ray luminosities are well compatible with lowmass coronal source(s). An assumption is made by HTBK, that any neighboring lower-mass star, at the age ∼10 5 yr, must be considered as a protostar, with too low X-ray emission level. However, protostars are, almost by definition, deeply embedded, optically invisible objects, and our Fig. 2b shows that most of our ACIS sources in the MWC 297 group (in particular our sources #5 and #6) are optically visible, and are thus to be regarded as low-mass PMS stars, with commonly found strong X-ray emission, both quiescent and flaring.
Regarding the true nature of the weak ACIS X-ray source identified by us with MWC 297, its luminosity is much lower than that of HD 200775, by a factor ∼200, despite the two star have a similar spectral type. The most important differences between them reside probably in their circumstellar environments. MWC 297 has an extremely strong and variable Hα emission, with equivalent width (EW) reaching up to 650 Å (Drew et al. 1997) , while a lower value (but still very high) of 133 Å was reported by Finkenzeller & Mundt (1984) . For comparison, the Hα EW of HD 200775 was reported to vary between 55−110 Å by Pogodin et al. (2004) . Therefore, the very energetic circumstellar phenomena which appear to take place around MWC 297, more powerful than those around HD 200775, seem to reduce rather than enhance X-ray emission, contrary to expectations of a wind-generated X-ray emission (suggested by Damiani et al. 1994a ). The nature of the weak X-ray emission of MWC 297 is not elucidated by this comparison. It should be however noted that the data for HD 200775 come from low spatial-resolution instruments, while new Chandra data for this star are not available; these latter might well change our knowledge of the X-ray emission of HD 200775 as well.
A possibility worth investigation, which would explain the increasing X-ray luminosity of Herbig Ae/Be stars (observed at low-spatial resolution) was found to increase towards the optically brighter stars (Damiani et al. 1994a ) is that these latter are surrounded by richer (and likely younger) groups of lowermass objects (Testi et al. 1999) , probable strong X-ray sources themselves. This fact was recognized after the early X-ray observations of these stars, and has apparently never taken properly into account in the interpretation of X-ray data on Herbig stars taken at low spatial resolution (e.g. with Einstein or ASCA). The much higher spatial resolution attained by Chandra would provide a test of this alternative. Unfortunately, only a handful Herbig stars have already been observed with Chandra.
The large value of HR2 (hard spectrum) found in our ACIS MWC 297 source is in qualitative agreement with the result found on other Herbig stars from ASCA data (Skinner & Yamauchi 1996; Hamaguchi et al. 2005) , and more recently from Chandra and XMM-Newton data (Giardino et al. 2004; Skinner et al. 2004 ) of the existence of a hot component in Herbig stars' X-ray spectra, with kT > 1−1.5 keV. As already noted, this is suggestive (but not conclusive) evidence of magnetically-related X-ray activity. In many of the observed cases it cannot be ruled out that this emission comes from latetype companions. Another possible scenario might be that proposed for the O star θ 1 Ori C by Gagné et al. (2005) , where the observed properties of X-ray emission (including a higher temperature than commonly found in early-type stars) are well explained by a "magnetically channeled wind shock mechanism".
We note that although the ASCA flare from MWC 297 probably never existed, another Herbig star (V892 Tau = Elias 3-1) was observed to flare in X-rays by Giardino et al. (2004) , and this poses again a problem to explain solar-like coronal activity in these stars with at most very shallow convective layers. Even this detection was recently challenged by Smith et al. (2005) , who found a close companion (distinct from the already known companion V892 Tau NE, not the flare source of Giardino et al. 2004) , at 50 mas from the Herbig star, and therefore unresolvable even with Chandra. This is probably a late-type star, good candidate as the flare source. An unambiguous detection of X-ray variability of magnetic origin in an Herbig Ae/Be star, not explainable as emission from a late-type companion, is probably still not available.
